
Flokimooni is not a meme coin. IT’S A MOVEMENT. A new
cryptocurrency birthed by fans & members of the Shiba Inu
community. Flokimooni is named after Elon Musk’s very own
Shiba Inu. FLOKIMOONI is working on three flagship utility
projects: an NFT gaming metaverse, an NFT and merchandise
marketplace , and a Dex & Launchpad  platform known as
Flokimooni.We call our community the Flokimoonies. 

We don't just call ourselves a movement. We back it up with
action.We take our community efforts seriously. 

Lacking an active and committed community, the products and
services created are often little used by the general public, due
to a lack of proximity to members, a lack of commitment to
projects.

Presentation



Flokimooni combines both the advantages of a meme  and
utility token, creating an entire attractive defi ecosystem with its
ultra-engaged community, letting us having  the most current
trendy features in the crypto space.
 
We have differents goals :

1 - Dex & Launchpad
 

With our ultra engaged community, we would like to create an
approriate Exchange and Launchpad that will promote new
projects, till letting the community members having the chance
to being an early investor in the best upcoming projects in the
crypto space. our selectives criteria will be very strict.
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2 - Rare NFT's collection Drop and NFT Marketplace

A unique collection of NFT’s will be out late in December, 10
000 Random NFT’s will be minted and used later on in the play
to earn game.

Theses will be the genesis drop,for our early community
members.

The Genesis collection Airdrop 

Also known as the "Diamond Hands" non-fungible token (NFT)
collection. These are a series of ERC-721 compliant tokens that
will be  presented as rewards to initial airdrop receivers and the
first batch of buyers.
There are four different tiers in the genesis collection:
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Each NFT in this collection has a specific clarity value. The utility
of this value is not disclosed to the public yet. In addition to this
value, each NFT has a chance to receive one of the following
hidden attributes:

These values and utilities of these hidden attributes are not
disclosed to the public yet.

 
3 - Play to earn game 

 
Flokimooni, as part of its effort in continuing to build out utility
to its token, has unveiled its flagship project Flokimooni World :
It’s  an NFT metaverse game run on the Flokimooni token.
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Non Fungible Tokens, or NFTs, have transitioned from being a
lesser known, side show, to the crypto world, to becoming one
of the most significant pieces of the crypto industry. One of the
ways NFTs are now being leveraged is to give power back to
gamers. Flokimooni world seeks to provide gamers with a fun
and immersive experience that they can fully own and profit
from.

Flokimooni World  is a play-to-earn NFT gaming metaverse. In
addition to being rewarded for battling, everything that you
obtain in the metaverse is yours to own and to sell as you
please.

The team working on Flokimooni World have been working on
NFT games since 2018, and are onboarding high-profile
advisors with experience developing successful mainstream
addictive games.
More information will be updated soon.
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Roadmap
Phase 1 

Website Launched

Contract Deployment

Listing on Pancakeswap

Post-Launch Marketing

2000 Telegram Members

Phase 2

Whitepaper

Coinmarketcap Listing

Coingecko Listing

2,000 Token Holders
Phase 3

Solid partnerships

User rewards program

Apple giveaway

10,000 Token Holders

Phase 4

CEX listings

Major partnerships

Influencer 

50,000 Token holders

Massive donation 

Phase 5

Dex Launch

Launchpad Platform

NFT genesis Collection Drop

NFT MarketPlace

Play to Earn Game beta release



Tokenomics

6% Marketing & Operation

3% Holders 

1% Liquidity

 

 

Tax

50 % Supply burned

50 % Locked on Pancakeswap LP for 100 years 

Total Supply : 10,000,000,000,000 

Initial Supply: 5 000 000 000  000

Initial MarketCapt: 5000 $

Initial Price: 0,000000001


